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_91 A CRITICAL COMPARISON OF THE NETWORK.AND
FEATURE COMPARISON MODELS OF SEMANTIC MEMORY

A

Introduction
1

In the research literature, long-term memory is typically divided into

two categories-episodic and semantic. Episodic memory-deaTs with an. individ-

ual's unique, picture-like tecord'ofpersonal life experiences. SeMantd mem-

ory retains words, their meanings and rele4nts, the relationships that hold

among words and theilletes for manipulating words, (Tulying & qpnaldson, 197

p. 382-403). Thus, semaptic memory is'air integral part of all language,uSe.

'It ls the storehouse to which incoming language production is compared for

*4 meaning.

,The structure of semantic memory; or how verbal concepts are held in mem-

ory, must be understood before the questions of retrieval and access (comparison)

can even be broach9d. Two models of the structure of semantic memory, the

feature - ,comparison model and'the network model, claim the allegiance of most of

the recent researchers in this area.

Work testing the utility of these two models has' neve- adequately cdntrolled

for past associations between .the stimulus and'categortitems presented in'

experiments. 'Research testing the network modelkhas relied on intuitive judg-

J

. .ment as the "control. for subject's representations of concepts in memory.

Those testing the feature-comparison model have used multiple scaling techniques

for thi, purpose.

It is our positipn that neither model can be carefully tested without more

rigorous control of subject's past associations between a stimulus and its

target 6ategory. To this end,..we have constructed a fictitious hierarchical

system of interrelated concepts that are not grounded in the pasts of any of

our.'subjects. The system of concepts we designed was constructed to meet'the

theory testing demands of both the.feature-comparisbn ,and the network model.

3
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Stimulus-category pairings were-set ,up to test the p

C both models..

Literature Review--Feature Comparison Model

Feature-comparison proponents (Bock, 1976; Rips,

Rips, Smith and Shaben,1975; Shoben, 1976; and Smith,

-2- .

i-edictive utility of

Shobm and Smith, 1975;

hoben and Ripsj1974)

of semantic features.,

res and defining

assume that an item's meaning is held in memory as a set

These features fit into two classes: characteristic feat

features. Characteristic features are, ypical of an item b

for its description (e.g. given the -question: "Is a robin

acter istic feature of both robins and birds is that they cah

utN(lot essential

a 'bird?", -a char-

not all, birds can fly.) Defining features are necessary for

of an item in a category (e.g. a robin has feat hers and all bi
r

fly. Most, but

the inclusion

i-ds have feathers).

n model incor-As outlined by Smith, et. al. (1974), the feature-conpariso

pOrates two, sequential stages of comparison. In,stage I, both characteriStic

and-defining featbres of an item'are compared to the%charicterisit
AO

features of the target category. If both the charactetisiic.and de

features of the item and categorytegory are judged "sufficiently" (th

c and defin4ng

fining

is word

is never explicitly defined) similar or disSimi4ar, a decision of memb

or nonrbership is immediately made. -If there is some, tut not an_av

whelming, similarity or dissimtlarity between the' features of an itekap

features..of.its category, then the second-stage of semantic memory must

.

for inclusion or noninclusion. In this second stage all defining features

ersh'ip

r-

d the

ecide

4

but no characteristic featur3s, are compared. After stage II a definite de

9, A

is made.

cision

Although, the majorityof research testing this model has been supportive

(Rips, eti ..31.1P 1975), a recent stud/ by Holyaak and .Glass (1975) produced

findings contrary to those predicted by the featufe-comParison model. As pre--

. 1

vibusly stated, the feature- comparison model predicts that twd items very

similar'in terms of their characteristic features but not in term of their
. I .

t 4 ,
i :
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defining f6tures, would activate the second stage of processing and that

a comparison of two items that were,substantiAlly different would pbt activate

stage II processing. Glassand Holyoak (1975) found the opposite to be true.

:These contradictions could be merely-a function of the model's difficultiin

cdntrolling for the number of past associations held by the subjects of the

experiment.

1 LITERATURE REVIEW - NETWORK MODEL OF SEMANTIC MEMORY

Network model adherents (Collins and Loftus 1975; and Collins and Quillian,t
4

1969; 1970) postulate that semantic memory is comprised of a network of hier-

archically arranged superor inate and subordinate semantic nodes. Properties

of items and their ascendi gly more general classes are assumed,to be stored

at only one node iA the hieracrchy.

When a stimulus item is presented to a subject, a specific semantic node

is activated. The activation then spreads to relatednodes with an ntensity

. that diminishes as it moves away from the original node in the semantic hier-

a41hy. The subject's reaction time (RT) for stimtIlus/cgegory relations that

are true (e.g. Is a canary an animal?) is directly related to the number of

se*ntic nodes'a stimulus must pass through prior to the final comparison node

(cana -bird-animal). Given a false_comparison instance (Dpes a canary have

gills ?) \a search. along a iterialnumPer of paths isinitiated until all. -have

'been tea without a true indicant. Only after the subject has rejected

"alt" (here ,Collins and Quillian, 1969, are vague) paths does he respond false..

Thus t e RT for false statements is "long but highly varable n (Collins and

llian, 1969). As with the semantic feature model, .the.unknown number of

ppst association=s (nodes to cross and paths toexhaust).Presents a major

problem to this reseal.

Collies and-Quillian (1975) attempted to finally resolve the feature com-

parison -model vs. network model 'controversie That -these attempts were not

successful is evidenced by the ongoingrdebat aid "further research. in this area

J
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.

(BocAillt; Shoben;
/

1976)I. /

.;
.

Shoben (1976) commented that any viable theory of semantic memory must '

.' ..

account for iridividual'meanings (past associations) of words. The purpose

of this study is to provide anempirical framewoi( by which past associations

can be controlled., Thereby, the assumptions of each model can be giyen a fair

test.
r

To control for a subject's Oast associations Of word meanings, we have

Teated.e fictitious category systei for which our subjects can have no past

associations. By so doing, the number and meaning of defining and character-

istic features of an item (feature comparison model) and the'number of accessible

:Semantic nodes (network model) can both beheld constant.

This experiment was designed to determine which of the two semantic memory

models would best predict RT. True and false propositional statements were

written such that each theory made different predictions for the same proposi-

tional statement.

'METHODS

b

Subjects: Fourteen subjects were used in this exper41ient, seven male and

seven female. They ranged in age fromi9 years to 26 years. All subjects

participated to fufil.] a class requirement. Although the nu mber of subjects

used is small, it exceeds that of the eight 1)ers4 subject pool used by 'Collins

and Quillian_.(1969).,
/

Materials: A hierarchical category system of mythical anim41slpp another
7

planet was constructed and embedded in a story concerning the survival of the

4
crew of a'downed space craft. The, characteristics and defining features of the

mythical anima' were'enufnerated in the story and assigied to different hier-
.

archical levelt,Issentielly, the subjects An their roles,of downed sOacemen

were told they needed to-know the different animals and elleir properties in

order to eat--and to avoid being eaten. The animal names were nonsense yords

of the type consonipt-vowel-consonant and consonant-vowel-consonant-consonant.

.6
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,The features were descriptive, easily understood, English words. Table I

-.provides this information in abbreviated form. Appendix D p'rovi'des the

entIre. story. .

' MIB

* ttype of Zok
* Orange backs
* angular
* live in trees
* very aggressive
* eat flesh-
* edible

Pif '

14

* Atype of Mib
* blue-bellied
* square body
* moves V lazy swings

Luk

* A type of Mib
* Pink-bellied'
* rectangular body
* moves in quick jumps

TABLE 1

ZOK.

* Hard skeletons

* Langer than human beings
* Can move

TUZ

* A'type of Zok 'N

* Orange backs
* smooth-arced contours
*live in caves
* friendly ,

* eat vegetafitn
* nonedible

Pram

* A type of Tuz
* red-bellied
* round body
* move in skips

Selk

FLOT

* A type of Zok
* spiny-backed.

angular
* live in forests
* avoid people
* eat flesh
!F edible

Ruc

444* A type of Flot
* striped sides
* black ,body

* run gracefully

Nar

*'A type of Tuz *-A type of Flot
* dottes sides

* oval-shaped body * transparent body
* jump from place to place C waddle sloWly

One-hundred-seven propositional statements were devised to test set-set

relationships and set-property relationships. The set-set statements were of

the type "A Pif is a Zok." '..Set-property statements were. of the type "A Mib is

A

.edible." Sixty-eight of the propositional statements were true and thirty -nine

of the propositional statements were false. The Rropositionalstate#ents,were

constr'ucted following the,proceglures of Collins and Quillian (1969).

The 107 twopositional statements were divided Into 17 experimental con-
,

ditions. Eleven conditions covered true set-set and set-property relationships.

Six conditions covered false set-set and set-property conditions. This dif-

ference in number of categories is inherent'in the design asit is impossible

to write false propositional, statements 'about the most tnclusiveset in the
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hierarchy.
.

BOth the network model and the feature-comparison mode) made predictions

(often contradictory) about the propositional statements as we had written'

them. Smith et. al. (1974) used the same conditions by which we set-up our

category schema with one exception -- they did not precisely specify tha number

of characteristic and defining features shared by different ltem.in the sets.

In the present study, in whip we crated the features rather than relying on

subjects pre-eicisting memories,-the number of like and unlike featu'res were

identified a priori. From this scale of similarity (e.g. 1/5 of features

shared, 2/5 of features shared, etc.), that degree of similarity necessary to

force the execution of Stage II processing (as. explained by.theleature-comparison

model) could hopefully be identified.

Apparatus: The propositional statements weee typdd on 4" x 6" plain-white cards

and presented using.a tachistoscope. The' experimenter pushed a button which,

,simultaneously illuminated the card'for the subject Ad started a digital clock

r
accurate to 1/10,000 of aisecond: Once the subject had decided whether the

. .propositional statement was true or false he pushed a response button which

indicated his choice and simultaneously st6pped the tloCk. Reaction time (RT)

calculations are extremely accurate when "recorded'using a ta,chistotcope in this

Tanner. For this reason, tachistoscopes are often Oreferred'to Cathoderiy tube

(CRT) displays in tJis type of experimental design (Lindsayl Norman', p. 310).'

Procedures: The subjects were instructed to,readthe story about the animal

kingdom of the-alien planet and to be very familiar with the materials for'a

memory. test. Subjects were given five days tointernalize the stimulus infor6-

tion. The 6)erimenters'did not provide the subjects w;i:h any specific memor-

lzatiOn'strategy: Subjects were allowed to memorize the inforMtton in any way

they desired.

_All subjects were required to meet a criterion level'of knowledgeableness

about the.information given in the story. Subjects were asked to respond td!

a
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propositional statemerits simtly tO'those usedjn
L

)07 test sentences. Al 'subjects demonstrated knowlpdgeableness criterion

within the same period of time (approximately ten min es). After meeting

1

the criterion, subjicts rested fivimioutes beforeresponding to the tachisto-

scope presentations of the statements. ImmedAtelj prior the time's.

subjects were given a. ten-statement preStntatiom warmup to familiarize them
.

with the tachistoscope and their- response buttons, s.

Presenting the propositional statements'required approximately fifty .

minGtes. This included aten minute rest pause half-way'through thest.

The order of statementipresentation was derived from a r andom numbers table.

This ordeOtas reverse d for one-half ofthe suljec ts,to cancel possible priming

Ofects. The procedures presented in this section were derived from those
C"

used 9 Smith, Shoben and Rips.(1974) and by Collins and Quillian (1969).

Results

Table 2 presents obtained mean reaction times (RTs) foeach of the seven-

teen categories (see Tabte 2). The obtained RTs rare compared between categories;

following prediction from both the Network model 'ant the Feature Comparison'
)

model. 'The t-test was used to compare obtained RTs across categories. The

p =.05 significance
t
level was used for all statistical analysis.

Network Model Predictions

The Network model makes clear ,pt'edictions for true set-set "and true set-

property relationships as a function of distance in the network hierarchy. As

distance between the semantic, nodes in the hierarchy increases, RT i-s expected

to increase. For examplei the RT fdr S0 -S1, true relationships should be faster

than RT for S
0
-S

2
true relationships. NO difference between RTs is predicted be-

tween set-set Or-set,p4O0brty relationships where the semantic nodes are equi-

distant in the hierarchy. ThiNetwork model-predicts that false relationships

.will.generate RTs that are longer and more variable than RTs for true comparisons.

Table 3 presents the directional predictions of,the Network model between
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TABLE 2',

Category RI Category RT" ' ,

.

f

Si -S1

SO -SO True

S2-S2 True

S1 -P2 True

So-P2 True

S1-S2 True

So-S2 True

So-Si ,True

Sl-Pi True

.

t

: 1206

.1311

.1530

.2030

.2039

.2104

.2234

.2586

,3097

%

,

So-Si False

6

Si-Si False

So-So False

Si-Pi False

S0 -P0 TrUe

So-Pi True

So-Pi 'False

S0 -P0 False

.

.

*

.3241

-.3285

.3403

.3435

.3490

.3666

1.3714

.4326

i-

2

SeZok - Tuz, or not So=Pfif, Luk, Pram, Selic, Ruc, Nar

P2= property stored at level S2 Pi= property stored at level Si

A N. property stored at. level So.

true set-set.categories(see Table 3).

It is important to notice that the first six predictions that support the
. -

Network model may be explained by,pattern recognition (e.g. a Zok is a Ztk) as

well as by a hierarchical memory 'structure dependent on cognitive economy (storing

propertie at only one level in the hierarchy). Those tests we felt were critical-

tests of the Network-model are: 1)41T for So-Si is less than RT. for S0 -S2, and

27bRT for 5i-S2 is less than RT for S0-52. In the first Instance our data

contraindicated this prediction. In the-second instance the prediction was not

supported at p=.05.

a

Table 4 presents the4directional predictions of the Network Mittel between

true set-property categories '(see Table 4).

1U
.0



Category 1 RT

SO -SO True .1311
.. . .

So-So True, .1311
4

*S1-S1 ,True .1206

'

1-S1 True : .1206

Si-S2 True . ,'.1530

S2-.:S2 TrUe .1530
/ .

So-Si .True .
.

986,

TABLE 3

A

Prediction -RT Category 2 Statistical
Relationship

i§ less than .2986. SoS True **
.....-..,

,..
.

is less than .2234 Sio-S2 True L.

.

is less than .2986 ', So-Si True *

4 d

is less than .2104 Si-S? ,true . *

.
, ) /,

is- less than . %2234 SO: S2 rue *

is less than .2104 S1 -S2' True *

is less than .2234 Sb:S2- Trglie *

S1-S2 True .2104 is less than A .2234 SP-S2 True -#

(
Si-S2 True .2104 is less than .2214. SOS -S2 True @

*= difference in Mean RTs Vgnifilleant at p= .05

#= difference in Mean RTs significant at:p= .05 contrary t

@= difference in Mean RTs not significant ap= .05

(see ApPendix A fort -test computations)

prediction,

As Table 4 shows, results supported predictions onlyieight times

at p=.05.1 Io three of the eight tests e predictions were contraindicated at.

p=.05. Four of the eight tests gener ted no support at:p=.05. :

Table 5 reports Falee categories compared with the corresponding true
N'

categories (see Table 5). 1

. , p
Although Network predictions were supported at p=.05 only one of the four

.

tides, in every comparison the Mean RTs for false categ:,cies was greater than

011
,, the, tMean RT of the corresponding True category.

Feature Comparison Model Predictions
d

The Feature Comparison model predicts increases in Mean RTs as a function

of "suffic4nt similarity or dissimilarity between art item and its category."
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Category 1

e

ti
Tru!

4. $

SOPOrjrUe
' .1;1' ;

Sjozpi.

:51-Pi

51-P1

5142

S P Tr2' 2 True

True ,

'True

%,

I

TABL

Preaiction RT Category 2

is lets than
.,..

,

. ,3490 is less than

"N
1666 is Aess than

3097

.3097

True

52-Pi True

*= difference

. #= difference

.4986

is less than

is l ss "Slab'

.

is less than

is less 'than

.1986 it less than

Statistical
Relationship,

.3666

.2039

50:P1 True*.

,50-P2 True.

@

#.

.i019 50P2 :True

.2030, 51-P2 True

.3666 , S0 -P1 True *

.2019 SO -P2 True

.2030 51-P2 True

.2039 50-?2 True

in mell significant at p= .05 _

in Mean RTs signiPTCantat p=.05 contrary to

@= difference

Category

True

True

True

True

in Mean Rts not significant at p=.05'..'

(see Appendix B for t-test computations)

*= difference

@= difference

)1a

.TABLE 5

RT Predicton

. /

,.3490 s less than Sep False

.3666 is less than S0P1 False

.

-.3097 is less than S1p1 False
4

4 ..

'.2986 is less than S0S1 False

in Mean RTs significant at p=.05

in Mean Mcnot significant at'p =.05

I

Category RT

(see0POpendix C fg-c- t-test computation)

predictions-

.4326

.3714

.3435.

.3241

Relationship

I
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Those items which shame all
4
the propertiet of its category are reflectein" I

.- . . .10,4...

vary fast RTs. Iles which share no properties with its target' category al to
.

it
,

. .
.

gehdrate fast RTs. Ambiguous instance(e.g. is,a bat a bifd?) shouldbe

-4reflected in relatively long RTs.

TO test the Feature Comparieon model we categorized the data

'as a function of properties shared betiieen an item and its target category.

'Because of the construction of the stimuljs item, only false relationships

could Oe.tested,on this continuum of mil' ity. feel this should be noted'

.indconsidered.a limitation of. the r su Table 6Fpresents'the data

relevant to,testingthe feature comparisolfmcidel, (see able 6). /

TABCC6

'Variable (i/j) where i=,shared.properties.
and j='unshared properties

Variable 1 (3/9)

Variable:2 (4/8),'

Variable 3-(5/7)

.Variablq 4 (4/4)

Vailable 5 (5/3),

Variabl 6 (3/5)

Variable 7 p/3).

# ,

10.

RT

:3414

ill 8
\.3214

. 3285

. 3182

.3693

.3297

d

In no comparisons did the difference.in Mean RTs offer support foFeatuee

-CogpariSon'Predictions.at sk

Discussion
74'

As'outlined in the results section, our data supported-neither theory in.

9 '

..., : S 4 the most essential of thetests run. Thus, in'theicrit'calcomparison of-the
., .

y two ,theories, neither ciri be said (from our data) Abe more useful than'the *-

other: . .

4111

kdAslikely-explanation for our results (i.e. contrary to predictio both'
!

model) is that the stimulus material was very different from that.use

13:

/
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Collins and Quillian,(1969)4"andRips, et al. (1975). If this explanation

is accurate, then semantic memory may be structured 'partly by the message

received and partly by the ,communicative seWng in which the message iS
.

transmitted. These structurin9 components are not part of either, the Netwark

,.,
model" or` 4e-Feature comparison model.

Feature Comparison and Network, models both pdstulate semantit memory

as funttionring below the level of.conscious awareness. For much of the

inf mation that we hold in semantic memory, this assumption may well be Valid.
I

t is tifficult to trace a conscious component of akagjng.assigaation to "Please

. pass the salt."
0

However, all of our information and message exchanges are not so context-

free. It is our position that people use conscious, strategies for'the pro-
.

cessing and recall of certain messages. This contention is supported in the

work of.DeVilliers (1974i and C9fer (1977).

Returning to-an interpretation ofloueresults, our subject's semantic

memory for the information may reflect conscious awareness in,at least three

areas: (I) The structure of the message (i.e. how the information is inter-

connected), (2) external processing cues or message attermillors (e.g. exper-

imenter's instructions about how to process the message), and (3) subject's

internal processing strategies that they consciously employed.

',Evidence for the effect of external messag structure comes in part from

the subject's post-test comments "bn the experime4: Thicteen.of the fourteen

subjects repbrted that they drew tree-diagrams similar to the structure sug-

gesteliby the Network model. The way the story was written (paragraphs indi-

vidually devoted to the various families of creatures) may have helped the

subject's organ the information in this wa

Externa}/processing cues were similar in some ways to those used in-the °

p'ast studies reviewed. 'Message,receiversAre instructed that they would be

tested on a given body of information and told to do well on the test. Th.i.S?

14
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.

. request by.the experimenter may. have caused the subjects,to employ a strategy,
. .

.

.

that mould insure a corre5 response. Spiro (1975) and Cofer,(19770argue
1 .

.. . .

that explicit instructions to process information for a memory experiment
.

causes subjects to insolate the stimulus message from other memory structures.

#

This isolation may affect, semantic memory.

Several subjects reported that they consciously tfsed recall strategies
.

for the experiment. Most obvious was patterri recognition. In every Astance
.

where the subject term matched the predicate term (e.g. A'Zok is .a Zok) sub-

jects impediately responded true as would be expected.

A secondstrategy employed was one of inclusivenesse Subjects reported
/

that if a Zok could move and all creatures were Zoks then all creatures could

move. An inclusiveness strategy effectively explains many of the results con-
,

tAory to those of the Network

.-Finally, subjects may have used acategory scanning strategy. P# thq

number of properties-'that described a given test question increased, the RT

also increased.

Given that this analysis is post hO, the conclusions graphed below are,,,/

tentative in aature (see Graph 1). Konetheless, we feel that the data support

*uite well the contention that active, conscious strategie, play a part in..

structuring semantic information in memory. As shown pattern matching is clearly

the best strategy. Inclusiveness is also effective and explains well the

results that contradicted the Network predictions. Category size also appears

to impact the resuT slightly ; in general as category size increases, RT

increases.
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Graph 1 (refer tchabl e 2 for notation)

MEAN RT in teconds 0 .

.3 .4

11161-51(T) .1206 ',Pattern
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Sb-So(T)*
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.1530

:2030
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'.2104

0

.2234

.2986

SI-61(T),- .3097

w S -Si (F) .3241

cgs °

!I 51-S1(F) .3285

.,(44,30-60(F) .3403

S1 -P1(F) .3436
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strategy

4r.

Inclusiveness
Strategy

4.

S0 -P0(T) .3490

S0-151 (T ) .3666

S0 -P1 (F) .3714

S0 P0( F) .4326

4

16-
1'
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Category
Scanning
Strategy



In summary, semantic memory- -the matrix,to which incoming messages

are compared for meaningseems to be influenced by:_ (1) the form that
A

the message'takes, (2) cues external to the message as presented by the

communicator (e.g. contradictory nonverbal cues), and (3).ways that people

. consciously order the messages they receive as,a function of the context
1

in which they are communicating (e.g. the meanincof "reliability" is

different in a conversation between two methodologists as compared to the

conversation between a, paperboy and a subscriber). Further research is need

I

I

0.

to better determine the active, conscious role of the individual as he or

she is etgaged,in the use of language.'

p
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S
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(So-S0)--(So-S1)

(S0-S0)7-(Sp-S2),

(S1-S1)--(S0-S1)

(S1-S1)-7(Si-S2)

(S2-S2)--(51-52),

(So S1')-- (So -S2,)

(S1-S2)160-S2)

,(S2-S2)7(Sql*)

(so-P0)-:--Xso-P2 )

(so-PO(5042).

(51-1)1)--(S1-P2)

(S141)--(S0-P0'

.

APPENDIX A

t-tests for TABLE 3

t=5.03 df=13 -p1000

t=-4:07 df=13, p=.001

t=5.14. 'df=13 p=.000

t=-4.34 df=13 p=.001

t=2.83 df=13 p5014

t =3:32 r df=13 p=.008

t=2.83 df=13 p=.014

t=2.61* Af=13 p=.021_

APPENDIX B

t -tests for TABLE 4

t=7.15 df=13 p=.000

t=9.19 df=13 p=.000

A=4,49, df=13 p=.001

t =2.51 df=13 p=.026

APPENDIX C

t-tests for TABLE'5

,,

(So-P0)--(S0 _ p0) 't=5.65 DF=13 2 -tail prob=.000

dqk

11 1

18



APPENDIX D

LAST DAYS ON CQRINTHIAN

And as the cloud of rust-reel:Just engulfed the tiny spaceship cutting

do'

, . . .

. ;off ;further: adio contact, Cruise Control In Dallas heard these closing words:.
k

."
tt.

"Mountains, yes and riv the air seems breathable; but the light--

everything is bathed in.pale *eV
.

',"We,11,, we're al -lye," muttered, the captain of the downed Agamemnon,
.

"but the engine's nothing but -stellar scrap."' "Where's the bioio.gist Bower,

'a he thought. "Might' as well begin Oassitying ,the,T.ife here--if there is any."
, , 4

Two years 'liter" wheiC the rescue Milt) ffnally'arriVed from earth they

loCatedi-.be Agamerzindn,,Periectiy, ,piesrndi But inside the ship thiree men
, ..

' . dicin 't.mov.e., 'each 'one' s ,lips.'3 ightly tinted:blue . ;Beneath. the pen of...bie-

logist Bower in siMple, el etnt-serit yere ,,fie' wor. cts: "It has -nded. Khow.. .

4 + `

% 0 ' 1 .. .
these creatures Wellsr..if could sav4eloiltlife.:" d turning' the pag f
the -biAlogist's journal,.tbe'caPtain of the rescue stlip read the following

6

4

-

claSsilicat143nf-of the life 'forms found 'on' the plinet Corinthian:

"These ,creatures-f.w111 call' them Zok3 a.11'hani hard skeletons,, are
-

tnueh bigiee..than'hurnan beings,; -and. cant move allout'eheir 'environment. Mibs

a14 a kind, of APIPtbkf, eat flesh. Ali, gibs ,hAie orange backs and appear,
' -

very andul ar to. 'th,,obseener: 3hey-.) lye in trees. If you happen to look
- 0

up and see a,bliie-be'llietl,.squite treatiire moving lazy swing's through the .

r
trees' beware for this, is-,a P-ifsare A 'very.agressive category of Mib.

I ';
Perhaps 'an even more *dangerous type-of Mil). is the Luk. Liks-Thave pink

, .

bellyi,, are rectangular in shape and, can jump quickly through the-..Nrees,

BochPifS andLuks.are very agressive. Allkips'are.deliclous fo,d for human

beings.
4 , , . ,

Tuts live ill caves. Tuzs'haye orange backs, are :identifiable by their

4
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r

.0`

4

smooth-Arced contours and eat vegetation, There are contours and eat,

vegetation. There are two kinds ofTuzs--PraMS and Selks: Prams 'are.

rednpellied, round, and move across 'the land lightiy"in skips and are very

friendly. Sens are purple-bellied, oval-shaped and jump from place to ,

. place. They are also friendly, but they are very 'shy'for being .43 Tuz. 'None

.

the Tuzs, neither Prams. or Setks,are edibleby human beings.
.

Flots:are the third tyke of Zok. .Thiy are spiny- backed, live in forests

- r
and are flosh.-eaters. .All Flots avoidlpeople and are very angular in appear-

.

ance. Rucsiare onelind of Flot. Rucs have striped sides, black bodids

and run gracefully across the grouryd. 44Rucs are'ed4ble by/people.and.haye

tdelicaie flavor% Nars, are the other kid of Flot. Nars have. dotted )

sides, transparent bodies, and waddle slowly amongst the trees. While edible

like-all Flots, Nars are virtually tasteless.".

The journalennv closed with: "My work is now completed; learn theSe
441

creatures w ell.. You'll be living with them until the-end,ef your days.'

Look up frito the pale blUe light and remember the lipiely red you saw looking

/edown. You have entered a time warp and cannot return. Learn the'Zok, and -2

the subcategories of Zoks for they are your Only source of food; and of.

'danger. Some can offer you friendship, others a battle for:your life. Jake

this test
,

to measure your likelihood of survival. Then.go out into the strange,
a '

ea

. blue light of Corinthian--and good luck." 1

Space Biologiit William A. Bower

Star Ship Agamemnon

20
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